
Against Scepticism about the Value of
Knowledge

I

We care a lot about knowledge. As a society, we invest a lot of time
and energy in the development of institutions whose aim it is to accu-
mulate or distribute knowledge. Universities, schools, libraries and
the internet are among the most prominent of these. On an individ-
ual level, we send our children to school and encourage them to go to
university so that they can acquire knowledge of about a wide range
of topics. Some of us go to considerable financial lengths in order to
make this possible. Finally, in philosophy, the study of knowledge
has historically received a great deal of attention. A lot of effort has
been made to get clear on what exactly is involved in knowing.

From a philosophical point of view, the fact that we seem to care
so much about knowledge gives rise to a number of interesting ques-
tions: Is our concern with knowledge actually well-founded? Is there
some distinctive value that attaches to knowledge that would warrant
this concern? It will come as no surprise, then, that these questions
have received a significant amount of attention in recent epistemol-
ogy. What is perhaps more surprising is that a couple of the most
prominent commentators, namely Jonathan Kvanvig (2003) and Dun-
can Pritchard (e.g. 2010), have argued that these questions need to be
answered in the negative: they think that knowledge is not distinc-
tively valuable and that our special focus on knowledge, especially
in the history of epistemology, is unwarranted. To attach a snappy
label to their position, Kvanvig and Pritchard have defended scep-
ticism about the distinctive value of knowledge, or value scepticism
for short.

The aim of this paper is to show that Kvanvig’s and Pritchard’s
arguments for value scepticism fail. More specifically, I will argue
that their arguments fail to establish that a virtue theoretic account
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of the value of knowledge is not viable. First things first, I will now
take a closer look at the value sceptics’ arguments.

II

Both Kvanvig and Pritchard venture to establish the value sceptical
conclusion by means of the following general strategy:

VS1. A challenge is identified that any satisfactory account of the
distinctive value of knowledge will have to meet.

VS2. Reason is provided to believe that no viable theory of knowl-
edge meets this challenge.

Pritchard and Kvanvig differ in the specific challenges they think
need to be met. Kvanvig opts for a generalised version of the so-
called Meno challenge:

Kvanvig’s challenge. Any satisfactory account of the value of knowl-
edge will have to explain why knowledge is more valuable than
any proper subset of its parts.1 (Kvanvig 2003: xii-xiii)

Pritchard thinks an even tougher challenge is in order:

Pritchard’s challenge. Any satisfactory account of the distinctive value
of knowledge will have to explain why knowledge is more valu-
able than any proper subset of its parts not just as a matter of
degree but as a matter of kind. (Pritchard et al. 2010: 8)

Which of the two challenges is correct need not concern us here.
The reason for this is that the virtue theoretic account of value of
knowledge I will be concerned with here, if successful, answers both
challenges.

III

At the heart of the virtue theoretic account is a thesis about the na-
ture of knowledge—which I will henceforth also label VK—which
states that knowledge is cognitive success—true belief—that is at-
tained because of the exercise of cognitive ability.2 Knowledge is thus

1 Suppose knowledge is composed of four parts: a belief condition, a truth
condition, a justification condition and a degettierisation condition. In this case,
Kvanvig’s challenge is equivalent to the challenge of explaining why knowledge,
the conjunction of all four parts, is more valuable than the conjunction of any
lesser number of parts. In other words, given the assumption, Kvanvig’s challenge
is equivalent to the challenge of explaining why degettierised justified true belief
is more valuable than degettierised true belief, justified true belief, true belief etc.

2 For defences see of VK see e.g. Greco (2003, 2007) and Sosa (1991, 2007).
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an instance of the more general phenomenon of success attained be-
cause of ability. It is now open to defenders of VK to investigate
certain propositions about the value that attaches to successes be-
cause of ability in general and to then transfer the conclusions of this
investigation to knowledge, which is, after all, but an instance of the
general phenomenon. And, indeed, defenders of VK have found this
approach fruitful. In particular they have made the following two
points:

VK1. Successes attained because of ability are in general regarded
as more valuable than successes despite inability, failures de-
spite ability and even successes that, while attained by agents
that possess the relevant ability, aren’t attained because of ability.
This claim is supported by our intuitive verdicts about cases.
For instance, a shot that finds its target because of ability is
valued more highly than a shot that finds its target despite in-
ability or even a shot by an able marksman that finds its target
because of a couple of accidents that cancel out each other’s
effects.3

VK2. According to a tradition dating back to Aristotle, only suc-
cesses because of ability (that is, not successes despite inability,
failure despite ability and success in the presence of but not be-
cause of ability) are valuable for their own sake and constitutive
of human flourishing.4

Defenders of VK are now in a strong position to provide positive
answers to the questions concerning the distinctive value of knowl-
edge. After all, according to VK1, successes because of ability are
generally regarded as more valuable than any proper subset of their
parts. If so, this will also be the case for knowledge, an instance of
the general phenomenon, and Kvanvig’s challenge will be answered.
Moreover, according to VK2, a different kind of value—for-its-own-
sake value and/or the value that comes with being constitutive of hu-
man flourishing—attaches to successes because of ability in general.
Again, virtue theorists can now transfer this conclusion to knowledge
and thus answer Pritchard’s challenge.

3 Greco (2007). Greco even claims that it is obvious that success because of ability
is more valuable than success realised otherwise (Greco 2007: 58).

4 Greco (2009). Notice that the thesis that only success because of ability is
constitutive of human flourishing also serves to provide further support for VK1.
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Value sceptics have questioned the prospects for an account of
the value of knowledge along these lines. Importantly, however, they
have not objected to what may be called the value-theoretic part of
the explanation. Rather, they have tried to argue that the account
fails because VK does not provide a correct account of the nature of
knowledge. In other words, value sceptics seem to have no qualms
about the conditional claim that if VK is true, then we will have a
workable account of the value of knowledge. Rather, what they object
to is VK itself. In what follows, I will discuss both Pritchard’s and
Kvanvig’s arguments against VK and will provide reason to believe
that, at least in the context of mounting a case for value scepticism5,
their arguments fail.

IV

I will start with Pritchard who ventures to make the case against VK
by adducing cases that suggest that the crucial ability condition is
neither necessary nor sufficient for knowledge. The necessity claim is
said to be refuted by cases of testimonial knowledge in which the re-
ceiver of testimony bases his testimonial belief to a significant degree
on trust in an informant who happens to be extremely knowledge-
able on the subject in question. We get an intuition that the subject
knows, while her cognitive success cannot be said to be attributable
to her cognitive abilities. After all, if anything, the success is because
of her informant’s abilities, not hers. (Pritchard et al. 2010: ch. 2.6) As
opposed to that, the argument against the sufficiency claim is based
on a familiar type of Gettier case: the cognitive agent, Henry, looks at
the only real barn in a field otherwise full of barn façades and forms
a belief that he is looking at a barn. Here our intuition is that Henry
does not know. At the same time, it is plausible that he has exercised
his barn-spotting ability and that he has hit upon the truth because
of this ability, so that his cognitive success is due to cognitive ability.
(Pritchard et al. 2010: ch. 2.5)

Now Pritchard seems to concede that his argument against VK
and hence against the possibility of the abovementioned virtue-theo-
retic account of the value of knowledge can only be successful if both

5 It may be worth pointing out that, within the scope of this paper, I do not
try to establish the positive thesis that VK is correct. (I do that in Author 2011.)
Rather, the point I am trying to make is the weaker, negative one that the value
sceptical argument is bound to fail. In order to achieve this, it suffices to show that
the considerations value sceptics adduce against VK aren’t strong enough to make
the argument for value scepticism cogent.
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cases work in the way envisaged. For if it were only one of the two
cases VK had to face, virtue epistemologists “might reasonably take
the heroic route of denying the intuition in this case.” (Pritchard 2009:
29) If, on the other hand, both cases can be made to work against VK,
there is excellent reason to believe that something is fundamentally
wrong with the view. After all, in combination the two cases would
pull the virtue theorist in opposite directions—one case suggesting
that VK is too strong, the other that it is too weak a conception of
knowledge.

The problem for Pritchard now is that on neither of the two ma-
jor interpretations of the crucial ability condition, VK actually falls
prey to both cases.6 One the one hand, there is Greco’s (2003) inter-
pretation, according to which, roughly, cognitive success is because
of cognitive ability if cognitive ability best explains cognitive success.
While Greco will find the testimonial case problematic, it is plausi-
ble that he has no problem getting the barn façade case right. After
all, what best explains Henry’s cognitive success is not the fact that
he exercised his barn spotting ability but the fact that he happens to
be looking at the only real barn in a field otherwise full of façades.
On the other hand, there is Sosa’s (2007) interpretation, according
to which, roughly, cognitive success is because of cognitive ability
if it manifests cognitive ability. Sosa will have difficulties getting the
barn façade case right but not the testimony case. After all, it is very
plausible that the receiver of testimony’s cognitive success manifests
cognitive ability such as, for instance, the ability to discriminate be-
tween prima facie suitable and unsuitable informants, the ability to
identify the speech act as an informative one rather than advice to go
and ask someone else etc. Given that this is so, then, by Pritchard’s
own lights, his argument against the virtue-theoretic conception of
knowledge fails. And if it does, then so does the argument that the
virtue-theoretic account of the value of knowledge is not viable.

V

While Pritchard’s attack on VK—and hence on the account of the
value of knowledge that goes with it—fails, it may be thought that
Kvanvig’s strategy is more promising. Kvanvig objects to VK on very
similar grounds as Pritchard does, viz. that it is unable to deal with

6 Notice that, of course, it will be enough for defenders of VK if there is at least
one such interpretation of the ability condition.
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barn façade-style cases. (Kvanvig 2003: 107) Unlike Pritchard, how-
ever, Kvanvig appears simply not to grant that resisting the Gettier
intuition is an option. In the very beginning of his discussion he lays
down as a desideratum for any theory of knowledge that it “must
contain an account of the nature of knowledge that is, at a minimum,
counterexample-free.” (Kvanvig 2003: 6) In consequence, on pain
of failing a crucial desideratum, champions of VK cannot resist the
Gettier intuition in barn façade-style cases.

How convincing is Kvanvig’s move? Notice, to begin with, that
a counterexample-free account of the nature of knowledge is not the
only desideratum Kvanvig countenances. He also grants a second
one, viz. that an adequate theory of knowledge provide an account
of the distinctive value of knowledge. (Kvanvig 2003: 6) I think that
Kvanvig has an important insight here: ideally our theory of knowl-
edge meets both desiderata. However, Kvanvig also acknowledges
that these desiderata are not indefeasible. (Kvanvig 2003: 11) Again,
I think that there is something fundamentally correct about this: if
it turns out to be impossible to satisfy both desiderata, we should
not conclude that an adequate theory of knowledge is impossible.
Rather, we should reconsider the status of the desiderata. However,
as I am about to argue, pace Kvanvig, these two insights suffice to
show that the strategy he has employed against the virtue epistemo-
logical account of the value of knowledge is bound to fail.

Here is the argument: to begin with, for the purposes of the argu-
ment at least, we will grant value sceptics that virtue epistemology
fails to provide a fully counterexample-free account of the nature of
knowledge. Let’s now suppose that we have eliminated as not viable
every possible account of the value of knowledge except the virtue
epistemological one. We have to make a choice between value scep-
ticism and virtue epistemology. Now there are two cases:

1. There exists no fully counterexample-free account of the nature
of knowledge.

2. An alternative fully counterexample-free account of the nature
of knowledge is forthcoming.

Suppose the first case obtains. Then, provided that all else is equal
between VK and its value sceptical competitor, it is clear that VK
retains the upper hand over value scepticism. VK meets one desider-
atum for theories of knowledge, while its value sceptical competitor
meets none. The very fact that virtue epistemology allows us to avoid
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value scepticism provides a decisive reason in favour of it. If this case
obtains, then the value sceptical argument clearly fails.

Suppose, next, that the second case obtains. Ex hypothesi, however,
the alternative account does not satisfy the desideratum concerning
the value of knowledge. In this case, then, both theories of knowl-
edge satisfy one but only one of the two desiderata. In consequence,
the fact that VK fails to provide a counterexample-free account of
the nature of knowledge does not suffice to establish its inadequacy
and hence the inadequacy of the associated account of the value of
knowledge. Even in the case most favourable for the value sceptics,
the argumentative strategy they venture to put to use against a virtue
epistemological account of the value of knowledge is bound to fail.
The value sceptical attack on virtue epistemology is unsuccessful.

VI

It comes to light that the arguments value sceptics have offered fail
as they fail to establish the inadequacy of a certain account of the
value of knowledge, viz. the virtue epistemological one. At the very
best, value sceptics can achieve a tie with virtue epistemologists: both
satisfy one but only one of two desiderata for theories of knowledge.
The debate between virtue epistemology and its value sceptical rivals
will have to be settled by comparing the merits of the two theories
on a larger scale. And there is reason for optimism for virtue epis-
temologists: for starters, VK is a simple, explanatorily powerful and
intuitive theory of knowledge and thus possesses theoretical virtues
that will likely play in its favour in such a comparison. What’s more,
it seems to me that the theoretical costs of accepting value scepti-
cism clearly outweigh the costs of rejecting the intuition of ignorance
in barn-façade style Gettier cases.7 Finally, as I argue elsewhere (in
Author 2011), pace Pritchard and Kvanvig, VK does not succumb to
barn façade-style Gettier cases (or counterexamples from knowledge
by testimony for that matter). If this is correct, virtue epistemology is
a very strong candidate for providing a counterexample-free account
of the nature of knowledge and thus for meeting both of Kvanvig’s
desiderata after all.

7 It may be worth noting here that this intuition is not even universally shared.
Ruth Millikan (see 1984) as well as an anonymous referee who read this paper, for
instance, claim not to have it.
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Abstract: It has recently been argued that, contrary to first appear-
ances, knowledge is not distinctively valuable. The argumentative
strategy of value sceptics in epistemology is to identify a challenge
that any satisfactory account of the distinctive value of knowledge
will have to meet and to argue that no viable theory of knowledge
does the job. This paper argues that the value sceptical argument is
unsuccessful in that it does not establish that a virtue epistemological
account of the value of knowledge fails.
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